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I. I[NTRODUCTION
small area (1.2 cm2) beta (p')

ABSTRACT
A novel small area beta (p') detector is under development for
nuclear emission imaging of surgically exposed radiolabeled
tumor beds. The imaging device consists of an 0.5 mm thick
x 1.25 cm diameter CaF2(Eu) scintillator disk coupled to a
rigid bundle of 19, 2 mm diameter x 5 cm long double clad
optical fibers through a 1.7 mm polystyrene light diffuser.
The detector size (1.2 cm2) was determined by the requirement
to introduce the probe into small cavities, e.g. during neurosurgical lesion resection, but large enough to produce images
of clinical significance. Double clad optical fibers were
utilized for both the front- and back-end components, and -75
photoelectrons were obtained through a 1.9 m long flexible
optical fiber bundle with CaF2(Eu), indicating that sufficient
numbers of photoelectrons were detected at the PMT for
positioning and energy information. The long flexible fibers
guide the scintillation light to a Philips XP1700 series fiber
optic faceplate, multi-channel PMT. The parallel MC-PMT
outputs are fed into a variable gain, charge divider network and
an i-V pre-amplifiedline driver network, whose resulting four
outputs are digitized and histogrammed with standard Anger
positioning logic. The various components in the imaging
chain were optimized by both simulations and measurements.
Line spread functions measured in the 10.8 mm FOV were
0.50 mm f 0.038 mm and 0.55 mm f 0.065 mm FWHM, in
X and Y, respectively. For a 20% variation in pulse height,
no variation in spatial resolution was observed. The
differential uniformity was measured to be f15.6% with -150
ctdpixel.

A novel
detector, which
overcomes many of the problems associated with gamma-ray
detection and imaging [1,2], is under development (Fig. 1) for
nuclear emission imaging of intra-operatively exposed,
radiolabeled tumor beds [3-71. The beta imaging probe is
intended to delineate the boundaries of radiolabeled tumors,
after the bulk of the lesion has been removed. Direct intraoperative detection of short ranged p' particles is not a new
technique [ 8,9]. However, intra-operative imaging greatly
facilitates the mapping of radioactive distributions on tissue
surfaces and would aid a surgeon in residual lesion
identification for removal, while sparing unaffected tissues.
The technique exploits: (1) the inherent short range of p'
particles in tissue; (2) direct source contact obviating a
collimator; and (3) detector to source proximity, which has the
dual advantage of increased sensitivity 121 and improved
resolution [ 10,111 in nuclear emission imaging. The success
of the beta imaging device depends on detecting a sufficient
number of scintillation photons through -2 m of flexible
optical fibers at a remotely located photodetector. The optical
fibers facilitate miniaturization of the imaging system, and
remove all voltage and current sources from the surgical field.

11. DETECTOR COMPONENTS
A. Light Sharing Scintillation Detector
A continuous disk of CaF2(Eu) scintillator was optimized
for <1 MeV /3' particles [6], since use of the device is anticipated with 18F(p' Ep
= 635 keV) labeled pharmaceuticals.
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FIGURE 1. (A) Schematic diagram of the beta imaging intra-operative probe. The front-end components are intended to be glued
together, and as a unit are removable, sterilizable and exchangeable for other application dependent front-end geometries. Discrete
scintillators can be substituted for the continuous disk scintillator as desired. The flexible back-end components and electronics are
designed to be universally adaptable to various front-end components. (B) Scale photograph oQ the actual device described in this paper.
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CaF2(Eu) has a low refraction index (n=1.44) which assists in
efficient light transfer into optical fibers. The slow decay time
(940 psec) is not anticipated to be a problem as low in vivo
count rates (-100 cps) are expected. A 0.5 mm thick x 1.25
cm diameter (q) geometry CaF2(Eu) crystal was found to have
the best properties in terms of light output, and minimal
contribution from background (e.g. from 5 11 keV annihilation
gammas if p' are detected) [6]. Various energy calibration
techniques were investigated for the thin scintillators intended
for use in the device [4,5,7].

B. Digusing Light Guide
The light diffuser (Fig. 1A) is an important component
that controls scintillation light spread among the front-end
fiber optic elements. The type and geometry of light diffuser
affects both the light transmission from the scintillator into
the front-end fibers, and also the spatial resolution of the
device. Too great a spread in the light allows for a high background in the tails of the light spread and decreases positioning
accuracy [ 12,131; too small a spread discretizes a continuously
positioning detector into the number of front-end elements [4].
Pulse height measurements were made with the thin
CaF2(Eu) scintillator coupled to various thicknesses of clear
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA, n=l.49) and polystyrene
(PS, n=1.58) light guides (0.5-3.0 mm) coupled through a
front-end bundle of 19, 2 mm 4 double clad PS (DCPS) fibers
in a white PMMA holder (Fig. l), and irradiated with 204Tl (E
Epma, = 763 keV) (Fig. 2). The -10% pulse height difference
between PS and PMMA light guides indicates that the better
refraction index match for PS between the scintillator and
front-end fibers plays a greater role than the small transmission variation of the materials (TPs < T,
by about 6%).
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FIGURE 2. Measured pulse height from 204Tlirradiated 0.5 mm
thick CaF2(Eu) disk, covered with Teflon, through PMMA and PS

light guides coupled via bundle of 19, 2 mm
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FIGURE 3. Measured mean total PES for CaF2(Eu) light through
various core material, 2 mm 4 optical fibers. PMMA=polymethylmethacrylate, PS=polystyrene, DCPS=double clad PS. Subscripts
indicate different material compositions.

D. Detector & Fiber Structural Support
The 19 input fibers are held in a close packed hexagonal
arrangement maximizing surface coverage (Fig. 1). This is a
standard, close packed PMT arrangement for Nuclear Medicine
gamma cameras [10,11,16]. Three holders, 5 mm thick x
1.25 cm @ with 2 mm 4 holes, were tested: PMMA (white,
black), and aluminum. 5 cm long DCPS optical fibers were
glued into each holder and polished. These holders are
removable from the back-end fiber optics (Fig. 1) and are
intended to be exchangeable with various geometry front-ends
developed for specialized surface imaging applications.
The pulse height with different fiber bundle holders in the
optimal imaging device (see section E.) was characterized with
a 1.7 mm thick PS diffusing light guide between the
scintillator and fiber bundle. Normalized to the white holder
response, the pulse height variation was 1.0 f 0.6%, 0.91 k
0.3%, and 0.74 k 0.2% for the white, black and AI holders,
respectively.

0
IS

irradiation (Fig. 3) was calculated as the weighted mean of the
beta distribution, which was shown to be a reliable indicator
of the mean light output from thin scintillators [7]. As the
NA increased, the total number of detected PES also increased,
which is consistent with the greater acceptance angle (NA) of
the fiber.
The DCPS plastic optical fiber (Kuraray Int'l) was
determined to have the best properties, both in terms of light
transmission for CaF2(Eu) light, and material composition.
The DCPS fiber is a multi-mode, step index double clad PS
core fiber (ncore=1.59, ninnerclad= 1.49, nourerclad= 1.42). The
outer fluorinated polymer cladding in the DCPS optical fibers
ensures an excellent first cladding surface, relatively free of
imperfections [3,151.

x 10 cm DCPS

fibers to multi-channel PMT.

C. Front-End Fiber Optics

E. Back-End Fiber Bundles

The best front-end optical fiber was determined from the
measured transmission properties of eight 2 mm @ fibers with
various numerical apertures (NA=0.4-0.72) and core materials
(PS, PMMA, glass, quartz).
Fibers (30 cm long) were attached with optical grease to
the CaF,(Eu) scintillator (covered with a layer of Teflon)
through a white PMMA fiber holder and also through a hole
on a black faceplate to an RCA C31024 PMT. The PMT
gain was calibrated with single photoelectron (PE) measurements [14]. The measured pulse height with 204Tl beta

The optimum back-end fibers were also chosen to be
DCPS fiber due to the overall excellent transmission properties with CaF2(Eu) ([3,15] and Fig. 3). The expected length is
-2m. Back-end fiber holders are identical to the front holders.
Three diameters of DCPS optical fibers were tested: 0.835
mm, 0.925 mm, and the reference 2.0 mm 4 fibers. Tests
were conducted by bundling and optically cementing four
0.835 mm, or three 0.925 mm, or single 2.0 mm q fibers, all
15 cm long, into a white PMMA holder (Fig. 4). The total
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light output was measured with the 0.5 mm thick CaF2(Eu)
disk covered with Teflon and optically coupled to a 2 mm 4 x
5 cm DCPS fiber and white holder flanged to the respective
back-end test "bundles" (Table 1). The differences seen
between the short (15 cm) fiber bundles is less than that
expected for longer lengths (190 cm) because of increased
multiple reflections in the smaller 4 fibers.
When the light output was measured with the 1.9 m
lengths, larger differences resulted (Table 1). Even though
there was a 60% transmission loss in going from the long,
inflexible yet optimal 2 mm @ back-end fiber to the more
flexible, three 0.925 mm @ back-end fibers, a large number of
PES was detected at the PMT. Order of 70 PES has been
shown to be sufficient for use in energy and positioning
information [3,4,11,16].

FIGURE 4. Various fiber arrangements for the back-end fibers
inscribed in 2 mm @ holder. (A) 2.0 mm @referencefiber; (B) 3 x
0.925 mm @ fibers and (C) 4 x 0.835 mm @fibers.

TABLE 1. Comparison of light transmissions for CaF2(Eu)
scintillator through various length "bundles" of back-end

fiber optics. Errors shown are for multiple measurements (15
cm) and PE statistics (190 cm).

side) MC-PMTs with bialkali photocathodes, differing in their
optical input windows: the XP1702 has a continuous borosilicate glass faceplate -3 mm thick (T = 95% from 320-800
nm), and the XP1722 has an -5 mm thick fiber optic (FO)
faceplate (T = 70% from 390-800 nm).
2D Point spread function measurements were performed
on both MC-PMTs illuminated with a green LED (-500 nm)
through a 50 cm long x 0.835 mm 4 DCPS fiber (NA=0.72).
The fiber was raster scanned with an XYZ-translation stage in
0.5 mm regular increments around the inner 16 pixels of the 8
x 8 discrete pixel arrays of both MC-PMTs. 1000 events were
collected per LED/fiber position. It was estimated that >lo0

sharper delineation of the pixel in the FO faceplate MC-PMT
which implies lower #crosstalkbetween adjacent horizontal,
vertical and diagonal elements.
The total light collected at a pixel-of-interest, normalized
by the transmission properties of the MC-PMT faceplates (at
-500 nm) was 28.7% imd 3 1.O% (35.6% for both MC-PMTs)
for the XP1702 and XP1722, respectively. The surprising
result was that the XP1722 MC-PMT had approximately the
same total pixel signal as the XP1702. Minimal signal
crosstalk is very important for processing the discretized (fiber)
signals from the front-end light sharing detector, as used in
this imaging device.

FIGURE 5. 2D PSF histogram of a 2.54 mm square pixel on the
XP1702 (A) and XP1722 (B) MC-PMTs. Each amplitude (in the 16
x 16 histogram) represents the pixel's response with the input
LEDlfiber at a different location on the inner 16 pixels of the MCPMT. All blocks are 0.5 mm apart in X and Y.
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FIGURE 7. (A) Six images (64 x 64 pixels, 256 gray levels) of the flood field responses of the beta imaging device with CaF2(Eu)
coupled to DCPS optical fibers with or without PS light diffusers. (B) Differential uniformity measured for PMMA and PS light diffusers
as a function of thickness. fo% is measured as the standard deviation from the mean pixel value in the CFOV.

The resultant voltage signals were further amplified, shaped,
discriminated and digitized with standard NIM and CAMAC
electronics. Data acquisition control, analysis and image
processing were performed on list mode data with a Macintosh
IIfx platform using LabVIEWTM(National Instruments), and a
VAX4000 system.

111. IMAGING CHARACTERISTICS
A. Light Sharing & Uniformity

-20% decrease in pulse height (Fig. 2) but no degradation in
spatial resolution. For 2 m lengths of fiber, where we expect
factors of 4 lower light (Table l), this same 20% variation is
expected to become a larger effect in spatial resolution.
With the 1.7 mm thick PS light diffuser, the spatial
resolution was also measured for the various fiber holders
(Fig. 8B). The spatial resolution improved from 0.58 mm rt
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The thickness and transmission of the light diffuser are
critical to the spatial and uniformity response of the imaging
device. As the thickness of the light diffuser increases (Fig.
7A), the pseudo-discretized imaging device becomes one that
can image continuously between the 19 front-end fiber
elements. The edge effects in this device are common to light
sharing gamma camera systems [lo]. The flood field
responses of the PMMA and PS light diffusers were similar.
With a 1.7 mm thick PS light guide, the fiber "hot spots"
just disappear in a gain balanced flood field image. Moreover,
as the light diffuser thickness increases, the uniformity (io%
is the variation from the mean pixel value) in the center field
of view (center FOV = 75% area in the center of flood image)
improves dramatically (Fig. 7B). Although the best
uniformity was just <20% with -36 cts/pixel in the image,
which leads to 17% statistical error, when >150 cts/pixel were
acquired, the uniformity improved to k15.670 (with an 8%
statistical error).
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B. System Spatial Resolution
The system spatial resolution was measured with a *04Tl
source collimated through a 0.1 mm slit in a 1 cm thick black
PMMA collimator directly in contact with the front surface of
the imaging detector. The white fiber holder was utilized.
This line source was stepped in the X and y dimensions in 1.O
mm increments. Profiles were drawn perpendicular to the
resultant line images and fit with Gaussians.
The surprising
Obtained
that the spatia'
resolution does not degrade with increased light sharing (Fig.
8A). Furthermore, for the PS thicknesses tested, there was an
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FIGURE 8. (A) System spatial resolution as a function of

ps

light diffuser thickness. Note that for the thicknesses indicated,
there is an -20% drop in pulse height with no significant effect on
resolution. The white fiber holder was used with PS light
diffusers. (B) Measured system spatial resolution for a 1.7 mm PS
diffuser, There is an improvement in spatial resolution due to the
absorptive properties of the fiber holders.
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0.071 mm to 0.50 mm k 0.038 mm in X, and from 0.67 mm
k 0.066 mm to 0.55 mm k 0.065 mm in Y for the white and

black holders, respectively. This effect is likely due to the
absorption of photons in the black holder that otherwise would
have reflected off of inter-fiber material in the white holder (see
Fig. 1 and [13]).

C. Preliminary Imaging Results
Using the 0.5 mm thick CaF2(Eu) crystal coupled to the
1.7 mm PS light diffuser and white fiber holder with 10 cm
long DCPS fibers, some preliminary images were made using
*04Tl (Fig. 9). Two images were collected, as the mask did
not fit entirely into the FOV of the beta imaging probe, and
digitally spliced together (Fig. 9B). The non-linearities,
although minimal, can partially be compensated for by
adjusting the gains of each MC-PMT pixel element. Image
pixel resolution can be chosen depending on the image quality
necessary for a given in situ situation.

through the imaging chain.
Previous measurements on the device sensitivity indicate
that with a low threshold on the 204Tl beta spectrum, the
device sensitivity is -0400 cps/pCi of radioactivity [4].
Further measurements to understand the device performance in
the clinical setting are underway. Along with the achieved
high spatial resolution, the beta imaging intra-operative
imaging probe is sensitive to small areas and amounts of
radioactivity. These performance parameters will enable a
surgeon to dynamically image and identify residual radiolabeled
tumor deposits for subsequent removal.
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FIGURE 9. (A) Transmission phantom: 0.4 mm thick Cu plate
with 0.5 mm @I holes spaced 0.6 mm apart horizontally and
vertically. Dime is included for scale. (B) Composite image (64 x
64 pixels, 256 gray levels, 220k events) made with *04Tl
through transmission phantom in the 9 mm FOV.
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